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About the Effective Strategies for Creating Safer Schools and Communities Series

School safety requires a broad-based effort by the entire community, including educators, students, parents, law enforcement agencies, businesses, and faith-based organizations, among others. By adopting a comprehensive approach to addressing school safety focusing on prevention, intervention, and response, schools can increase the safety and security of students.

To assist schools in their safety efforts, the Hamilton Fish Institute on School and Community Violence and the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) have revised this series of five guidebooks intended to build a foundation of information that will assist schools and school districts in developing safe learning environments. The series identifies several components that, when effectively addressed, provide schools with the foundation and building blocks needed to create and maintain safe schools. Written in collaboration with leading national experts, these resources will provide local school districts with information and resources that support comprehensive safe school planning efforts.

Each guide provides administrators and classroom practitioners with a glimpse of how fellow educators are addressing issues, overcoming obstacles, and attaining success in key areas of school safety. They will assist educators in obtaining current, reliable, and useful information on topics that should be considered as they develop safe school strategies and positive learning environments. As emphasized in Threat Assessment in Schools: A Guide to Managing Threatening Situations and to Creating Safe School Climates, a joint publication of the U.S. Secret Service and the U.S. Department of Education, creating cultures and climates of safety is essential to the prevention of violence in school. Each guidebook retains this message as a fundamental concept.

Under No Child Left Behind, the education law signed in January 2002, violence prevention programs must meet specified principles of effectiveness and be grounded in scientifically based research that provides evidence that the program to be used will reduce violence and illegal drug use. Building on the concept in No Child Left Behind—that all children need a safe environment in which to learn and achieve—these guides explain the importance of selecting research-based programs and strategies. The guides also outline a sample of methods for addressing and solving safety issues schools may encounter.
About this series (continued)

Creating Schoolwide Prevention and Intervention Strategies, by Jeffrey Sprague, is intended to put the issue of schoolwide violence prevention in context for educators and outline an approach for choosing and creating effective prevention programs. The guide covers the following topics:

- Why schoolwide prevention strategies are critical
- Characteristics of a safe school
- Four sources of vulnerability to school violence
- How to plan for strategies that meet school safety needs
- Five effective response strategies
- Useful Web and print resources

School Policies and Legal Issues Supporting Safe Schools, by Thomas Hutton and Kirk Bailey, is a practical guide to the development and implementation of school district and school policies that support safe schools. Section 1 provides an overview of legal and practical considerations to keep in mind and to address with local legal counsel when developing policies at the district level to prevent violence. Section 2 addresses specific situations and issues that may arise and discusses how the framework set forth in Section 1 bears on these questions.

Ensuring Quality School Facilities and Security Technologies, by Tod Schneider, is intended to help educators and other members of the community understand the relationship between school safety and school facilities, including technology. The guide covers the following topics:

- Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
- Planning To Address CPTED: Key Questions To Ask
- Security Technology: An Overview
- Safety Audits and Security Surveys

The Role of Mental Health Services in Promoting Safe and Secure Schools, by Krista Kutash and Albert Duchnowski, explores the role of mental health services in developing and maintaining safe schools. The guide provides an overview of research-based school mental health models and offers guidance for school personnel and others on implementing mental health–related services, including the role that federal, state, and district policies play and the need for community involvement.
Fostering School, Family, and Community Involvement, by Howard Adelman and Linda Taylor, provides an overview of the nature and scope of collaboration, explores barriers to effectively working together, and discusses the processes of establishing and sustaining the work. It also reviews the state of the art of collaboration around the country, the importance of data, and some issues related to sharing information.

The Hamilton Fish Institute on School and Community Violence and the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory hope that the guides in this series assist your school and its partners in creating a safe, positive learning environment for the children you serve.
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Introduction

School district policies are an important tool in a comprehensive approach to school safety, both proactive violence prevention efforts and responses to situations as they arise. School district and school efforts to ensure a safe learning environment for all children must take into account a wide and growing variety of legal requirements and considerations.

Sound policies adopted by the local school board and administrative procedures and practices implemented by district and school administrations will reflect these legal requirements and considerations, providing school employees with an easily accessible point of reference. While no usable policy can anticipate every conceivable scenario, familiarity with district policies and practices should equip school personnel to handle most situations—and to frame the right question when they decide they need to seek additional guidance. Training programs can help ensure that staff members are familiar enough with the policies to know how to find the answers to the questions they confront. The collection and evaluation of data, in turn, can inform decisions about the effectiveness of policies and practices and suggest directions for revision.

This guide presents an overview of the legal and practical considerations concerning students of which school officials must be aware in developing and implementing efforts to prevent school violence. The primary focus is on federal law. State law varies significantly on many of the issues discussed, and some state education codes are quite prescriptive about what local schools are to do in certain situations. The details of many aspects of federal law itself vary from judicial circuit to judicial circuit. Some of the issues discussed in these pages may not yet even have been considered by the courts in some jurisdictions.

Perhaps most significant of all, there is vast diversity among the nation’s nearly 17,000 local-level school districts and the communities
they serve. Together these realities mean that this guide is intended to help the reader to understand generally how the law bears on school safety questions and local policies, to recognize issues, and to frame questions when situations arise. This guide is no substitute for local legal counsel.

Section 1 provides an overview of the legal and practical requirements and considerations that govern school safety–related policies generally. Section 2 discusses in more detail how these requirements and considerations apply to a variety of specific school safety–related issues and situations, both preventive and responsive. The guide concludes with a glossary of terms and a list of additional resources and organizations that may be of assistance.

Several additional notes about this guide:

- The focus here is on preventing violence by students. Thus, policies addressing the full range of safety issues, such as accidents or alcohol or drug use—or policies governing potential safety threats posed by employees or outsiders—are beyond the scope of the discussion.

- Unless otherwise noted, “school policies” refers generally to district-level policies formally adopted by the board of education; school district administrative regulations and procedures adopted in order to implement the board’s directives; and district- and school-level practices.

- Similarly, unless otherwise noted, “school officials” refers generally to school board members, superintendents, district and school-level administrators, teachers, school security personnel, counselors, and so forth, in both regular and alternative education school settings.

- Unless otherwise noted, the legal considerations outlined in this document apply to any school environment and are not delineated by regular education, alternative education, or special education settings.

Like all things educational, school safety is ultimately a human enterprise. As in other realms of education policy, the law can serve as a useful tool for effectiveness, accountability, and support for local capacity building—but it also can prove to be a blunt instrument, resulting in unintended consequences, a “compliance” culture and stifling of creativity and flexibility, and significant administrative burdens.
The legal considerations reviewed in these pages are important, but they form only a baseline for the development of sound safety efforts. Among the strengths of the U.S. heritage of local governance of schools is the flexibility to adopt local policies that benefit from the community’s engagement and that best reflect and effectively address widely varying local circumstances.

“\nThe law can serve as a useful tool for effectiveness, accountability, and support for local capacity building...\n”
Section 1.
Legal and Practical Considerations Related to School Safety

The general legal and related practical considerations that apply when developing and adopting school safety policies and practices originate in the U.S. Constitution, federal statutes and their implementing regulations, and state constitutions, statutes, and regulations, including those state law provisions that are adopted in order to comply with the requirements accompanying federal funding.

Legal protections afforded by the U.S. Constitution that may bear on school safety policies include the Fourteenth Amendment’s provisions related to due process and equal protection, the Fourth Amendment’s protections against unreasonable search and seizure, the First Amendment’s protections of freedom of expression and religion and, in certain instances, the Fifth Amendment’s protections against self-incrimination. Generally speaking, these protections apply to students while under the care of schools, but they apply differently than they do to adults in other settings.

Due process
One of the most important tools schools have for ensuring safety is the student disciplinary code, which sets forth expectations for student behavior and imposes penalties when these expectations are not met. Student discipline may take many forms, from a simple rebuke to expulsion from school and even referral to law enforcement. Typical disciplinary methods include detention, time out or isolation, alternative education programs in or outside the student’s school, denial of participation in school activities, and verbal reprimand or chastisement. While school officials enjoy considerable discretion when it comes to student discipline, disciplinary actions must respect the constitutional and statutory rights of pupils.
Of these student rights, the ones that bear most directly on disciplinary decisions are principles of due process, both substantive and procedural. The Fourteenth Amendment’s protection against deprivation of liberty or property without due process of law is implicated in school disciplinary decisions because the courts have determined that students have liberty interests such as his or her reputation and property interests such as the right to attend school.

**Substantive due process.** To satisfy substantive due process, an action must be reasonably related to the school’s interest in protecting students or maintaining order in the school. An action may fail to respect substantive due process where it is arbitrary, lacks reasonable grounds, or is unreasonably severe.

Generally, school districts will be required to adopt policies that are reasonably designed to address whatever problem they face. The reasonableness standard requires that school officials balance the need to make the school environment safe and maintain order and control with the student’s interest in privacy, access to education, and autonomy. Schools should then design policies that match the problem in scope.

In other words, a school safety policy must bear some rational relationship to the problem it attempts to solve. For example, metal detectors clearly offer a rational and reasonable method of locating weapons in a school. However, cameras placed in boys and girls locker rooms to monitor potential drug sales may not be reasonable when students rightly expect some degree of privacy and the problem might be addressed just as easily by the presence of coaches, monitors, or other school officials.

Fortunately, the reasonableness standard offers a great deal of latitude for school policymakers. The burden of proving a rule unreasonable rests with the person contesting the rule, and the U.S. Supreme Court has instructed that, generally speaking, “It is not the role of federal courts to set aside decisions of school administrators which the court may view as lacking a basis in wisdom or compassion.” Most conceivable school safety efforts will be rationally related to preventing violence, intercepting weapons, responding to antisocial behavior, and prohibiting drug use or theft. School safety and violence prevention policies and plans will be upheld by the legal system in most cases, provided they meet this standard.

**Procedural due process.** The requirements of procedural due process vary depending on the severity of the action: relatively more severe disciplinary consequences must be imposed only after observing relatively stricter procedural safeguards. Courts balance the significance of
the student’s interests at stake and the value of procedural safeguards against the burden to the school of requiring more safeguards.²

Under the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in *Goss v. Lopez,*³ in cases involving relatively minor penalty such as a suspension of 10 days or fewer, a student need be provided only with the following minimal due process:

• Oral or written notice of the infraction
• An explanation of the reasons for the charges (i.e., the evidence)
• An opportunity to present his or her side of the story

In such a case an informal review of the evidence will be procedurally sufficient. In addition, no delay between notice to the student and the hearing is necessary, because a school official “may informally discuss the alleged misconduct with the student minutes after it has occurred.”⁴

Students also must have had advance warning about what conduct is prohibited, provided in a form and manner they can understand. Although the disciplinary code must not be so vague that a student could not reasonably have been expected to understand that his or her conduct was inappropriate, the U.S. Supreme Court has cautioned that the “prohibiting against excessive vagueness does not invalidate every statute which a reviewing court believes could have been drafted with greater precision”⁵ and that a student handbook “need not be as detailed as a criminal code.”⁶

More serious penalties, such as a suspension for a period of more than 10 days or an expulsion, involve greater procedural protections. These may include:

• Notice of the disciplinary action to the student and parents, preferably in writing, specifying the reason for the action
• Right to appeal the decision in a fair, impartial hearing—for example, before the school board, the superintendent, or a hearing officer—in which the facts of the case are evaluated independently
• Right to be represented at the hearing by counsel, especially if the school district is represented by legal counsel
• Reasonable time to prepare for the hearing
• An opportunity to review evidence against the student
• An opportunity to examine witnesses against the student, subject to safety-related confidentiality concerns

• Opportunity to present evidence and witnesses on the student’s behalf

• Right to record the proceedings

• Requirement that the hearing entity’s decision be based on substantial evidence

Finally, in some states, state statutes set forth more specific requirements for disciplinary actions and incorporate the requirements of the U.S. and the state’s constitutions.

**Nondiscrimination**

Generally speaking, the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of equal protection requires that actions taken by a school be applied equally to similarly situated students. Individuals affected by school policies must be treated uniformly; in other words, the rights, privileges, or responsibilities imposed on an identified segment of the population must apply equally to all members of that group. Different treatment will be subject to varying levels of judicial review depending on whether the difference involves “suspect categories” of students that trigger discrimination concerns.

In most cases, a school need only have some rational basis for any difference in treatment among individual students, meaning that the school’s actions are reasonably related to achieving some legitimate public purpose. In evaluating a “class of one” equal protection claim, in which it is alleged that the school improperly treated one student differently than it did a similarly situated student, courts tend to be deferential to the school’s explanation for the difference in treatment, i.e., to the school’s explanation of why the students in fact were not similarly situated. In such a case, it is not necessary for the school district to utilize the best possible methods to achieve its goals; rather, all that is required is that the methods used be reasonable.

Increased judicial scrutiny comes into play only where it is argued the school’s action affects students differently on the basis of characteristics such as race, ethnicity, gender, or religion. If the school’s classification of students or some other school action affects an “inherently suspect” group, the action must be “narrowly tailored” to achieve a “compelling state interest.” An “inherently suspect” group has traditionally been defined as a “discrete and insular minority” subject to “invidious discrimination” and is commonly understood to include racial minorities and ethnic groups.
Various federal and state anti-discrimination statutes protecting these groups also apply in the school setting. These include Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits federally funded educational institutions from discriminating on the basis of gender, and Title VI, which prohibits discrimination in federally funded programs on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

School policies may have discriminatory impacts in several situations, including disciplinary procedures, suspension and expulsion, special education services, and the provision of counseling or health services. In particular, research has highlighted disproportionately high rates of disciplinary actions against minority students in public schools. Schools can face legal challenges alleging either that they applied a policy in a discriminatory fashion or that the policy itself has a discriminatory effect. A plaintiff in such a case must show that the school district acted with some discriminatory intent, which courts so far generally have been reluctant to infer from statistical evidence alone.

Disciplining students with disabilities

Disciplinary actions against students with disabilities are also subject to protections afforded by the federal Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). The 2004 reauthorization of IDEA included revisions intended to address safety concerns.

IDEA generally requires that a student with a qualifying disability receive an Individualized Education Program (IEP), which is developed by a team comprising school personnel and the student’s parent. Among other things, the IEP determines the student’s placement in the appropriate learning environment. If the student violates school rules, the school may change this placement for fewer than 10 days, for example, by imposing a short suspension or placing the student in an alternative setting, as long as the same approach is taken with students without disabilities.

If the change of placement is to exceed 10 days, however, the IEP team must determine within 10 days of the decision whether the student’s misbehavior resulted from his or her disability. The conduct will be considered a “manifestation” of the disability in any of the following situations:

- The conduct was caused by the disability
- The conduct had a direct or substantial relation to the disability
- The conduct was the direct result of the school’s failure to implement the student’s IEP

...research has highlighted disproportionately high rates of disciplinary actions against minority students in public schools.
If the conduct is determined not to have been a manifestation of the disability, disciplinary consequences may be imposed as they would on any other student, provided the student receives the following:

- Educational services enabling the student to continue to participate in the general education curriculum
- Services enabling the student to continue to make progress toward the goals established in the IEP
- A functional behavioral assessment and behavioral intervention services designed to prevent the behavior from recurring

If the manifestation determination concludes the behavior was a manifestation of the student’s disability, the IEP team must:

- If the school district had not already done so before the behavior that resulted in the change in placement, conduct a functional behavioral assessment and implement a behavioral intervention plan to address the behavior
- If the school district already has developed a behavioral intervention plan for the student, review the plan and modify it as necessary to address the behavior
- Return the student to the former educational placement, unless the parent and school district agree to the change of placement as part of the behavioral intervention plan

There is now an important safety-related exception to the manifestation determination rules, however. Regardless of whether the behavior was a manifestation of the student’s disability, school officials may remove the student to an interim alternative educational setting, determined by the IEP team, for up to 45 school days if the student commits any of the following infractions at school, on school premises, or at a school function:

- Carrying or possessing a weapon
- Knowingly possessing or using illegal drugs or selling or soliciting a controlled substance
- Inflicting serious bodily injury, defined as involving a substantial risk of death, extreme physical pain, protracted and obvious disfigurement, or protracted loss or impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or faculty

IDEA also sets forth procedures and timelines for handling disagreements between the parent and the school district over the placement
decision and the manifestation determinations. While these procedures are pending, a hearing officer may order the student to be placed in the interim alternative educational setting for up to 45 days if the hearing officer determines that the current placement is substantially likely to result in injury to the student or others.

**Search and seizure**

The Fourth Amendment’s protection against unreasonable search and seizure requires that a search of a student must be both reasonable at its inception based on the circumstances under which it was made and reasonable in its scope.\(^\text{17}\)

School searches generally need not be based on the “probable cause” standard that applies to searches conducted by law enforcement, but merely on a “reasonable suspicion” that school rules are being violated or that contraband will be found.\(^\text{18}\) With some exceptions discussed in Section 2, general exploratory or sweep searches usually are impermissible.\(^\text{19}\)

The scope of the search must be reasonably related to its objective, including the seriousness of the suspected infraction, and must not be excessively intrusive in light of considerations such as the student’s expectation of privacy, age, and gender.\(^\text{20}\)

The U.S. Supreme Court in *New Jersey v. TLO* adopted the reasonableness standard for school searches in the hope that this approach would not “unduly burden the efforts of school authorities to maintain order in their schools” but “permit them to regulate their conduct according to the dictates of reason and common sense,” while at the same time ensuring “that the interests of students rights will be invaded no more than is necessary to achieve the legitimate end of preserving order in schools.”\(^\text{21}\) Any school official may make this determination depending on the circumstances.

Different standards may apply to the school’s search as a result of a connection to, or role of, law enforcement authorities and school resource and security officers (see page 22 for further discussion).

**Freedom of expression**

Certain school policies or actions intended to ensure a safe and supportive environment for all students may implicate First Amendment interests where they impose restrictions on student expression or disciplinary consequences for the expression. Student free speech rights in school are not as great as those enjoyed by adults, but some school safety actions may be challenged for impinging on a student’s speech or free exercise of religion.
Provided it has a legitimate educational reason for doing so, a school may regulate a student’s expression that is or reasonably would be perceived as school-sponsored because, for example, it is delivered in a classroom setting, in school publication, or as part of a school function. However, speech or expression with a discernible message that is clearly the student’s own and unlikely to be attributed to the school enjoys greater constitutional protection and is subject to school regulation only under certain exceptions.

The most important of these free speech exceptions in the school safety context is that for “true threats.” The U.S. Supreme Court has described “true threats” as encompassing “those statements where the speaker means to communicate a serious expression of an intent to commit an act of unlawful violence to a particular individual or group of individuals.”

Lower courts vary in how they evaluate whether expression constituted a “true threat,” but they all have used some variation of a reasonableness inquiry: whether the speaker reasonably could have foreseen that the speech would be perceived as threat, for example, or whether a reasonable recipient would perceive it as such. The speaker’s intent and the recipient’s reaction may be relevant factors, as well as whether the threat was intentionally communicated to others. A true threat need not necessarily be uttered on campus to warrant school intervention.

The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District establishes two other important exceptions. The first is for expression that causes, or is reasonably expected to cause, a “material and substantial” disruption to school operations. Courts have varied as to what disruption they have found “material and substantial,” but safety issues are likely to be among the more persuasive to a court. School officials need not wait for the disruption to occur, but Tinker does not give them license to intervene out of a vague or “undifferentiated” apprehension of disruption. Still, the forecast of disruption must merely be reasonable, and, here again, plausible safety considerations are likely to be relatively more persuasive to a court.

The second exception under Tinker that may have safety implications is for speech that “infringes upon the rights of others.” Courts typically have devoted less attention to this part of Tinker, but they occasionally have found that schools could regulate student expression because of its effect on other children.

In upholding a school’s restriction on a student’s drug message, the U.S. Supreme Court recently made clear in Morse v. Frederick that “Tinker’s mode of analysis is not absolute.”

“...school authority to discipline students for off-campus conduct is limited and varies by state and by court...”

“...school authority to discipline students for off-campus conduct is limited and varies by state and by court...”
ion was carefully limited to speech promoting drug use, the Court’s reliance in this instance on the particularly compelling public interest in deterring drug use among children may have significance for other concerns relating to student safety.

Safety-related school rules that affect a student’s religious practices also may be subject to challenge under the First Amendment’s Free Exercise Clause. Generally speaking, a “neutral rule of general applicability” to all persons does not violate an individual’s right to free exercise of religion, even if it has an incidental impact on religious expression.28 However, if the state has adopted a “Religious Freedom Restoration Act” to set a higher bar for government action that affects religious exercise, this state provision may govern the school’s actions.

**Disciplining students for off-campus conduct**

Particularly when it comes to issues of student safety, the old paradigm of the four walls of the school building representing the clear boundary of school disciplinary authority is proving inadequate to address 21st century realities. However, school authority to discipline students for off-campus conduct is limited and varies by state and by court.

A student generally may be disciplined for off-campus conduct if school authorities can show that the student’s actions have a direct and immediate effect on either school discipline or the safety and welfare of students and staff.29 Usually, if the off-campus activity involves two or more students from the same school then a sufficient connection will be established to warrant school discipline. However, this type of direct connection is not required.

Where state statutes do not otherwise establish the boundaries of school authority, courts addressing whether school officials exceeded their authority tend to consider the following factors:

- The nexus between the conduct and school safety, welfare, and operations
- The reasonableness of the scope of the relevant provision of the school disciplinary code
- The severity of the school’s disciplinary action relative to the seriousness of the student’s infraction30

Thus, courts that in recent decades have upheld disciplinary action for off-campus conduct generally have focused on the impact the behavior had or could be expected to have on behavior on campus or the disruption it caused or could be expected to cause to the educational pro-
cess. Actions taken out of concern for student safety, such as intervention in response to violence, online threats, or severe “cyberbullying,” are relatively more likely to be upheld by a court than those arising in other circumstances.

Courts that have invalidated disciplinary actions for off-campus behavior sometimes consider whether the punitive consequences were out of proportion to the misbehavior or were too removed from the school. Most often they focus primarily, in a Tinker analysis, on whether the behavior caused or reasonably could have been forecast to cause “material and substantial disruption” to school operations. This approach is especially likely to be employed where the off-campus conduct in question was a form of expression.

Some state statutes clearly define the authority of school officials to intervene in situations occurring off campus. In addition, the authority of legislatures to expand the authority or obligation of school officials to address off-campus conduct is subject to the same constitutional limitations as apply to the school officials themselves. It is for this reason, for example, that state laws addressing cyberbullying tend to require school districts to address cyberbullying in their more general anti-harassment and anti-bullying policies and perhaps to enumerate some aspects the policy must address, as opposed to specifying what particular actions schools must take under what particular circumstances.31

**Federal statutes on school safety**

Additional safety-related requirements for school policies are established through federal legislation and regulations, as well as the state laws and administrative actions that implement these federal statutes.

**No Child Left Behind.** The federal No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) imposes a mandate on states receiving funds under the act to provide for the designation of certain schools as “persistently dangerous” and to allow students attending such schools to transfer to “safe” schools in the district.32 Non-binding guidance from the U.S. Department of Education on this provision suggests that a “safe” school is not only one that has not been identified as “persistently dangerous” but one that also is making “adequate yearly progress” academically under NCLB and not the subject of any resulting interventions.

Each state sets its own definition of “persistently dangerous,” in consultation with a representative sample of school districts in the state. States have based their definitions on safety-related offenses or incidents at the school, frequently with reference to the size of the
student population.34 Incidents considered typically are those involving weapons or violence. These may be defined with reference to federal or state law or based on the number of disciplinary actions taken such as expulsions. Some states augment the formulaic approach with a review or other procedure to gather more information on the school environment before assigning the label. Although the U.S. Department of Education has encouraged states to define “persistently” based on just one school year, most states consider data over a two- or three-year period.

States are to notify the school district of any of its schools deemed “persistently dangerous” in sufficient time to allow the school district to offer students the opportunity to transfer at least 14 calendar days before the start of the school year.35 The U.S. Department of Education also encourages school districts to consider developing and implementing a corrective action plan for any school designated “persistently dangerous.”

In addition, the NCLB provision also requires the state policy to allow for the transfer of a student who is a victim of a violent criminal offense, as determined by state law, while in or on the grounds of the public school the student attends, to a “safe” school within the district. The school district is to notify such a student of this option at least 14 calendar days before the start of the school year.36

**Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act.** NCLB currently also incorporates the Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act (SDFSCA),37 which sets forth criteria for federal funding to support school violence prevention programs. Among other things, states receiving funding under SDFSCA must conduct a needs assessment based on ongoing evaluation of violence factors in schools, establish state performance measures for its violence prevention, and assess and publicly report its progress toward meeting the performance measures.38

SDFSCA, in turn, incorporates the Gun-Free Schools Act,39 which requires any state receiving federal ESEA funds to codify in state law a “zero tolerance policy” establishing the disciplinary consequences local schools must impose for a student’s possession of a firearm on campus. The state must require that a school expel a student who is determined to have brought a firearm to a school, or to have possessed a firearm at a school, for not less than one year, with two exceptions:

- The “chief administering officer” of the school district, which depending on state law may be the superintendent or the school board, may modify the expulsion requirement, in writing, for the student on a case-by-case basis
• The expulsion of a student with a disability would be inconsistent with the requirements of IDEA

The U.S. Department of Education has indicated that each incident must be reported by the school district and the state as an infraction, even if the chief administering officer elects to shorten the expulsion or impose no penalty.40

Pending revisions. As of this writing, the reauthorization of NCLB, including SDFSCA, is pending before the Congress. When adopted, the new act may include revisions of existing legal requirements and new mandates for schools. For example, at the time of this writing, there is some indication that Congress is rethinking the “persistently dangerous” provisions of NCLB but considering very significant expansions of reporting requirements. If and when revisions are enacted, they will be addressed in an Afterword to this guide.

Liability for failure to prevent violence

Schools cannot guarantee safety for all students or teachers while at school. Yet, schools do have a duty to provide reasonable supervision of students and maintain the safety of the school grounds, especially since students are required to be at school under compulsory attendance rules. Acts of violence involving schools may make school officials, teachers, or the school board liable for civil damages for those harmed. This liability may arise from a variety of circumstances and may depend on actions taken (or not taken) by the school itself. Schools may face not only civil claims under state tort law, such as negligence, but claims asserting violation of a student’s constitutional rights or civil rights statutes.

Harassment and bullying in schools also increasingly have become the focus of additional legislative interest by states, several of which have enacted measures. State measures range from state requirements for school boards to develop and adopt their own local policies, to programs that provide model policies for consideration by local authorities and other support for the development and implementation of local efforts, to data gathering and reporting requirements, to more prescriptive mandates such as a requirement that every school establish a school safety committee.41

Civil tort liability. School districts may face potential liability for the violent acts of students where they fail to do any of the following:

• Provide appropriate supervision of students on campus or at school-sponsored functions, especially where prior instances of violence may have occurred
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- Warn faculty, potential targets, or school personnel about a preexisting danger, including the known violent propensities of a student, with enough thoroughness and specificity

- Establish or adhere to appropriate school safety policies and plans.

In order for liability to be found, the risk of harm must have been reasonably foreseeable under the facts and circumstances, and the school’s failure must have caused the harm. No specific measures, such as constant supervision, security officers, or routine searches, are legally required of schools to enhance safety, so long as the school’s efforts fulfill the school’s reasonable duty of care.

This general duty of care and supervision extends to preventing a foreseeable suicide. School officials with knowledge or notice of suicidal intent on the part of the student must exercise care to prevent the student from carrying out his or her intent.

Even where a school may have a duty to supervise, the school generally will not be liable for sudden, spontaneous violence.

**Title IX.** Under the Supreme Court’s decision in *Davis v. Monroe County Bd. of Educ.*, an educational institution that receives federal funds can be held liable under Title IX if it is “deliberately indifferent” to severe student-on-student harassment at school based on gender. School officials will be considered “deliberately indifferent” if they are aware of the harassment and respond, or fail to respond, in a way that is “clearly unreasonable in light of the circumstances.”

The Court recognized that children often behave in ways that would be inappropriate for adults and that schools cannot be held liable for all such behavior. Therefore, in order for the school to be liable, the harassment must be “so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it can be said to deprive the victims of access to the educational opportunities or benefits provided by the school.”

**IDEA.** One U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has held that failure to protect a disabled student from severe harassment can deprive a student of the free, appropriate public education to which the student is entitled under IDEA.

**Constitutional claims.** American courts are reluctant to extend constitutional protection to situations already covered by state civil liability rules. However, for strategic and financial reasons plaintiffs’ attorneys may include constitutional claims in lawsuits over injuries to students.
School officials could face liability for violations of a victim’s right to substantive due process where the school itself, through its decisions, “created the danger” of the harm. While the courts have varied in their approach to “state-created danger” cases, generally liability will depend on factors such as the following:

- The school or district, by its affirmative acts, created or increased the danger faced by an individual
- The failure to protect the individual from the danger caused the injury to the individual
- The school’s failure to protect the individual was so egregious that it “shocked the conscience”.

This is a high threshold for such constitutional claims, although liability still may be imposed in the same case under other laws.

In addition, a school may be liable under the equal protection clause if its failure to protect a student from harm was based on discriminatory motives.

**State statutes.** State civil rights statutes and anti-harassment and, increasingly, anti-bullying laws may impose additional safety-related duties, and possibly resulting liability, on schools.

In considering liability for failure to prevent violence, it is important to bear in mind that the standards established by these laws amount to the minimum expected of responsible school officials. While liability concerns reinforce the importance of safety efforts, the legal standard established merely to avoid liability may not define a truly effective strategy, program, or policy.

**Privacy considerations**

Creating a safe school environment requires extensive communications among schools, law enforcement, and social service agencies. Such cooperation involves significant record keeping about disciplinary and counseling matters among schools, law enforcement agencies, counseling and health organizations, research groups, and parents. The appropriate use of these records is essential for schools and the educational process.

At the same time, the confidentiality of student records (educational, medical, and disciplinary) has long been regarded as a compelling state interest, requiring courts, state agencies, and school districts to take reasonable steps to ensure that confidentiality is maintained. If anything, this concern has increased as technology has revolutionized the ease with which data can be compiled and transferred.
The discretion school officials have to disclose information about a student among themselves and to others is limited by the federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Generally speaking, under FERPA personal information that is contained in a student’s education records may not be disclosed without the parent’s consent. When the student reaches the age of 18, his or her consent is required instead, except for disclosures to the parent as long as the student remains a dependent of the parent under the Internal Revenue Code. “Education records” is construed very broadly to cover most school records concerning a student, but several of the exceptions to the nondisclosure rule apply in safety-related situations and are described below.

A private individual has no right to sue over an alleged FERPA violation; rather, the remedy is an enforcement action by the federal government. IDEA also includes privacy protections related to students with disabilities and special education that largely parallel those in FERPA.

**Law enforcement unit records.** As an initial matter, certain safety related records within the school or school district are not even considered “education records” subject to FERPA privacy regulations. These “law enforcement unit records” are those that are (1) created by, (2) created for, and (3) maintained by a school “law enforcement unit.” A “law enforcement unit” comprises personnel the district or school has officially designated to secure the safety and security of the institution, or to enforce laws, or to refer law enforcement matters to the appropriate authorities.

Records that are created by the law enforcement unit but that are maintained by another part of the school administration still fall under FERPA privacy rules, as do records that are created by the law enforcement unit exclusively for non-law enforcement purposes, such as a school disciplinary action. Similarly, a school’s education records do not lose their protected FERPA status when they come into the possession of the school’s law enforcement unit.

**Disclosure within the school district.** An important exception to FERPA’s nondisclosure requirement allows school officials to disclose information that is considered the student’s education record to other school officials whom the district or school has determined have a “legitimate educational interest” in the information. This amounts to something of a “need to know” standard.

The FERPA regulations also specify that the act does not preclude a school from including in the student’s education record information about disciplinary action taken against the student for conduct that
posed a significant risk to the safety or well-being of the student or others and allows disclosure to others in the school deemed to have a legitimate educational interest in the information.\textsuperscript{56}

**Disclosure to other schools or educational institutions.** A school may disclose education or disciplinary records to another school or educational institution if the student is enrolled at or receives services from the other institution, and the following conditions are met:

- The parents or student requests the disclosure, or the school indicates in its annual FERPA notice to parents that it makes such disclosures, or the school makes a reasonable attempt to notify the parent or the student of the disclosure
- Upon the parent’s or student’s request, the school provides a copy of the record disclosed
- Upon the parent’s or student’s request, the school provides a hearing on the disclosure\textsuperscript{57}

The FERPA regulations also specify that the act does not preclude a school from including in the student’s education record information about disciplinary action taken against the student for conduct that posed a significant risk to the safety or well-being of the student or others and allows disclosure to school officials in other schools who are deemed to have a legitimate educational interest in the information.\textsuperscript{58}

**Disclosure to non-educational entities.** Although FERPA generally restricts access to student records by nonschool individuals or organizations, it allows disclosure without the consent of the parent or student under certain circumstances. Several of these exceptions are relevant to safety efforts. It is important to remember that these provisions of FERPA do not require the school to disclose the information but give them the discretion to do so. As discussed below, other laws may require the disclosure.

**Juvenile justice officials.** FERPA does not prohibit the disclosure of information to state and local authorities, providing the following criteria are met:

- State law specifically allows the information to be disclosed to the officials
- The disclosure concerns the juvenile justice system and the system’s ability to effectively serve, prior to adjudication of a case, the student whose records are released
• The officials to whom the records are disclosed certify in writing to the school that the information will not be disclosed to any other party, except as provided under state law, without the prior written consent of the parent of the student.59

**Disclosure regarding registered sex offenders.** FERPA permits the disclosure without consent of information provided to the school under federal law about a student’s status as a registered sex offender.60 Although the legislation that made this amendment to FERPA addressed the higher education context, the Family Policy Compliance Office broadly interprets it as applying to elementary and secondary schools as well.61

**Health or safety emergency.** Schools are not precluded from disclosing information from education records to appropriate parties in connection with an emergency if the disclosure is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other individuals.62 The FERPA regulations stipulate that this exception is to be construed narrowly, and generally speaking federal officials have suggested that the exception applies when there is a serious and imminent risk of harm.63

**State privacy laws.** FERPA establishes a “floor,” rather than a “ceiling,” for protecting the privacy of student records. That is, state privacy laws may be more detailed and may set stricter confidentiality requirements than does FERPA.

**Mandatory reporting statutes.** Federal or state law may require a school to report information regarding a student’s conduct or may allow the school to exercise discretion on such matters. Generally, federal statutes and state law require schools to report to law enforcement officials any criminal or violent acts (e.g., assault, homicide, child abuse) or possession of weapons or drugs.64 Property damage, vandalism, and destruction of property may or may not come under a state-reporting requirement.

FERPA generally preempts state laws that directly conflict with its requirements, but school officials who believe that they cannot comply with FERPA due to conflict with state or local law are required to notify the U.S. Department of Education’s Family Policy Compliance Office within 45 days and provide the text and citation of the conflicting law.65

**Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).** The privacy requirements of this federal act relating to health information sometimes are a cause for concern among school officials who are uncertain what if any obligations they may have under this act. In
particular, school nurses, school counselors, school psychologists, and other school personnel whose professional certifications and affiliations may entail more association with the health care sector and interactions with non-school health officials and care providers are likely to encounter information related to HIPAA.

However, HIPAA is unlikely to be of relevance in a school safety situation—or, for that matter, in other school situations—because the HIPAA Privacy Rule regulations specifically exclude from their coverage information that is contained in an education record already protected by FERPA.\textsuperscript{66} The obligations of these school-based professionals generally are those applicable to other school officials.

**Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment (PPRA).** This federal statute requires parental consent before minor student are required to take part in a survey funded through the U.S. Department of Education that addresses any of a number of sensitive topics.\textsuperscript{67} Included on the list of topics are two that may be of relevance to surveys undertaken in connection with school safety efforts:

- Mental and psychological problems potentially embarrassing to the student and his or her family
- Illegal, antisocial, self-incriminating, and demeaning behavior

**School security personnel and law enforcement**

The terms of employment of the personnel whose duties focus primarily on school safety and circumstances under which they act in specific situations have implications for the legal standards governing their actions. The law makes clear distinctions between school disciplinary actions by school personnel and criminal enforcement actions by law enforcement personnel, recognizing the difference in potential consequences and the practical realities of the school environment. School safety arrangements and efforts sometimes can blur these distinctions.

School resource officers (SROs), full-time police officers assigned to provide security services at public schools, are one approach some school districts and law enforcement agencies have pursued in the wake of high-profile events like school shootings. SROs can develop more cooperative and trusting relationships among students and school officials, as well as help better inform law enforcement agencies about safety issues in schools.

However, the SRO’s role straddling the twin realms of educational administration and law enforcement requires school officials to consider whether, under particular circumstances, an action by an SRO falls into one realm or the other and what the legal implications are
of this determination. The SRO’s formal police powers mean that the stricter constitutional standards applicable to law enforcement may apply.

Interactions with local law enforcement authorities can raise similar questions about the boundaries between, and overlap of, school discipline and criminal law. Mandatory and discretionary reporting by school officials to law enforcement authorities is addressed above under “Privacy considerations.” Sometimes, however, it is law enforcement officials who initiate contact with schools, seeking access to students on campus concerning matters that may, but do not necessarily, pose safety issues at the school.68

Search and seizure. As discussed earlier, to conduct a search, school personnel without formal police powers need only have a “reasonable suspicion” that school rules have been violated. However, a search in school conducted by, or under the auspices, of law enforcement officials must be based on the “probable cause” standard applicable to police searches.

Probable cause requires that a search or arrest be objectively reasonable under the totality of the circumstances.69 This is a fluid concept based on an independent assessment of the facts in each situation. Probable cause does not mean the law enforcement official must be correct or even more likely correct than mistaken, but it does mean more than a hunch, feeling, or vague suspicion. There must be facts that can be articulated to support the officer’s conclusion.

Courts are divided over which standard governs searches by SROs.70 Some have emphasized the SRO’s police powers and applied probable cause,71 while others have stressed the SRO’s special relationship with the school and applied reasonable suspicion.72

Several other courts considering searches conducted by law enforcement personnel in schools, however, have adopted a case-by-case approach focusing on whether the search was undertaken on law enforcement’s initiative or at the request of school officials.73 Decisions finding that the reasonable suspicion standard applies to a search initiated by school officials, even if conducted by law enforcement personnel, have been based on the assumption that the officer has only limited involvement and discretion in the decision to search a student and, in essence, is acting as an agent of the school and only exercising the authority delegated from school officials.74

Interrogations. Students generally enjoy no Fifth Amendment right to refuse to respond to questioning by school officials, nor must school officials inform students of their “Miranda rights” before questioning
school board policies vary, depending on state law and the board’s policy preferences, as to whether they require school officials (1) to comply with any law enforcement requests to interview a student, or (2) first to notify the student’s parents unless the police assert a legal right to access the student without such notice, such as in cases of suspected child abuse or pursuant to a court order.\textsuperscript{76} Law enforcement officers, rather than school officials, are responsible for compliance with the legal requirements applicable to their actions.

One possible implication of the distinction between the two standards is that information obtained in questioning under the auspices of mere school disciplinary efforts, and thus without the protections that generally apply to interrogations by law enforcement authorities, may subsequently be inadmissible in any related criminal proceeding.

General and practical considerations

These various legal requirements, along with simple considerations of effectiveness and public support, have important implications for school policies. Because most school boards have well-established policy processes already in place, this section will highlight a few guiding principles.

In general, school policy making should ensure that disciplinary and safety rules are:

- Directed toward an identified and legitimate safety, disciplinary, or educational goal or mission
- Consistent with federal and state constitutional and statutory standards
- Within the school district’s and school’s authority
- Articulated, clear, and consistent
- Nondiscriminatory
- Properly adopted
- Publicized and disseminated
- Consistently applied and properly enforced
- Supported by the community

Several key practical considerations warrant some additional discussion:

By drawing on best practices, schools demonstrate that their policies are well thought out, comprehensive, and reasonable...
• The policy should incorporate best practices whenever possible

• The policy must be communicated to, and understood by school personnel, students, and parents.

• The policy should be informed by data where possible and periodically reviewed and revised as appropriate

• School officials should carefully consider the full range of potential options in school safety situations, including proactive and preventive measures and alternatives to disciplinary approaches

**Best practices.** Perhaps one of the most important elements of developing district policies is ensuring they are effective and draw on best practices in the field. Research and development, government programs, and the work of schools throughout the nation have led to an ever-increasing store of knowledge regarding school safety plans, violence policies, and promising prevention and intervention programs. In many areas, state school safety centers have been established to assist local school districts. Most state school boards associations provide policy support to school districts. This support benefits from strong familiarity with the particularities of state law, the federal and state court rulings, public schools, and school governance in that state. Numerous national associations and centers that publish model programs and policies for schools augment these efforts. A listing of some resources in this area is included in the Resources section of this publication.

By drawing on best practices, schools demonstrate that their policies are well thought out, comprehensive, and reasonable, which strengthens their position should legal challenges or issues arise.

**Dissemination of policies.** Of course, school board policies, school safety plans, and student conduct codes are effective only if students, teachers, and parents are aware of them. Schools are advised to make every effort to ensure students and parents are aware of the existence of school safety policies and plans and are familiar with the provisions of the school conduct code. Many schools ask both students and parents to sign forms stating they have read the school conduct code as a part of school procedures related to student enrollment, participation in extracurricular activities, or notification of grades. In addition, teachers may find appropriate opportunities to reference the school conduct code or safety plan as a part of parent-teacher conferences.

Moreover, schools would benefit from frequent references and overviews of the school safety plan in board meetings, school newsletters, or other outreach efforts to parents, students, and the community.
While no specific measures are required of schools in this regard, any effort to certify that students and parents are aware of the school’s safety plans will heighten awareness and enhance the security of the school.

Inservices for school personnel can help ensure that school officials are aware of the policies and procedures and have a better idea where and when to refer to them and how and when to seek additional guidance. While there are, of course, countless competing priorities for the time and attention of school personnel and the training funds that support quality training, not only can such efforts improve the effectiveness of safety programs, but they also can be important should even a strong program fail to prevent an incident. Evidence of the school district’s efforts to disseminate information to the school community can figure importantly in litigation over a school’s alleged failure to fulfill its responsibilities.

**Data-driven decision making, reevaluation, and revision.** As in other areas of education policy, school safety programs can benefit tremendously from more sophisticated data collection and analysis. Here again, there are practical limitations in terms of staff time and funding for reporting and processing of data that sometimes are all too easy for policymakers to overlook or discount, especially given the small size of the preponderance of the nation’s school districts. Nonetheless, the current attention to data-driven decision making in public education generally, assistance from other organizations, and technological innovation have made possible much more sophisticated and manageable systems for basing school policy on local generated data.

This also presents the opportunity for school officials periodically to review new data, to reevaluate current policies and practices, and to revise them where appropriate. Indeed, one of the principal advantages local policy making has over more ponderous federal and state legislative processes is the ability to craft policies and practices to suit local conditions, to gather prompt feedback on their effectiveness, and to correct problems with comparative speed. Data not only can be powerful for generating public support for policies, but frequently can prove decisive in litigation over the policies or their implementation.

**Proactive and non-punitive approaches.** Reactive approaches that rely heavily on purely disciplinary measures are decidedly disadvantageous where school safety matters are concerned. Few things have brought this point home more powerfully than school shooting tragedies, which have prompted careful examination of questions like school climate, identification and support for troubled youth, and crisis management plans and training. As a matter of sound policy, proactive
efforts that include a range of both disciplinary and non-punitive interventions are desirable.

On the legal side, proactive efforts can be an important demonstration that school officials fulfilled their duty of care to the school community. Alternatives to disciplinary measures, meanwhile, implicate fewer constitutional questions. Even when interventions do have at least a partly disciplinary character, less severe disciplinary consequences entail lower legal stakes and can be persuasive to a court that the school was not overreacting.

In this connection, school officials should consider carefully the balance to be struck in “zero tolerance” policies between the need for vigorous and consistent enforcement and the need not to deprive school personnel of all professional discretion in ways that lead to unintended consequences. The formulaic application of some policies have generated embarrassing headlines for schools, as well as lawsuits. Critics also argue that zero tolerance policies have exacerbated, rather than ameliorated, racial and socioeconomic disproportionality in student discipline. (This is referred to as “disproportionate minority contact” in the juvenile justice system.)

The caution against purely punitive approaches is as applicable in the wider context of education policy as it is in student disciplinary decisions, albeit for difference reasons. The “persistently dangerous” provisions of NCLB, for example, have generated considerable criticism on this point, notably complaints that:

- The very designation connotes a level of violence that has led many states to set high definitions of what constitutes such an extreme case, thereby understating safety problems.

- The “unsafe school choice” transfer option (USCO) does nothing for the vast numbers of U.S. students in communities without nearby “safe” schools or, for that matter, any other schools serving the same grade level—assuming the students and parents would even like to change schools, which for many reasons frequently proves less desirable an option than policymakers expect.

- It is unclear how allowing students to transfer elsewhere does anything to make the school any safer.

- The approach creates perverse disincentives, in effect penalizing schools for aggressive reporting and interventions, which end up being counted against the school’s safety profile.
Section 2.
Specific Safety Issues and Situations

The general legal and practical considerations outlined in Section 1 apply in more specific ways to a variety of school safety policies and actions. These include both policies that establish preventive measures and those that attempt to outline appropriate responses to specific situations in advance in order to achieve more favorable outcomes than complete reliance on improvisation.

Preventive measures

As mentioned above, proactive and preventive efforts are preferable and ideally can reduce the need for some of the responses discussed below.

Safety planning generally

A school’s preventive planning has implications for its potential liability for violence. Planning and policies can benefit from collaboration with law enforcement officials and from the gathering and evaluation of data on the school climate.

Liability considerations. Comprehensive school safety plans are an integral part of school management, yet paradoxically the decision to adopt and implement a plan may not protect a school from potential liability. A school may be held to a greater standard to ensure supervision and safety where it adopts a school safety plan. Courts have held schools liable in such circumstances under the belief that where a school increases efforts to curb violence, it assumes a greater duty to supervise students and persons on school grounds in part because people rely on the provisions of the plan to protect them.81

In light of current youth violence levels, however, liability will be asserted more often where a school fails to adopt a school safety plan. Ultimately, a school’s responsibility rests on whether the act of vio-
lence was foreseeable and on an assessment of the school’s duty to maintain a safe environment under the circumstances. Consequently, the existence or absence of a school safety plan will not be the only determining factor regarding a school’s liability. At any rate, this is an example where the legal calculations probably are less important than the underlying policy question about effectiveness.

**Cooperation with local law enforcement.** There are significant advantages to working out some plans and procedures collaboratively with law enforcement in advance. Interactions between school and law enforcement officials can be high-pressure situations fraught with legal pitfalls and, sometimes, conflicting priorities. Among the issues officials may want to address are:

- Emergency response plans and procedures
- Sharing of information about risk factors, consistent with privacy requirements
- Rules and procedures governing the reporting of student violence to law enforcement authorities
- The school’s expectations and policies in the event law enforcement officers seek access to students at school

**Safety related data.** Tracking of incidents and other related safety data such as student, teacher, and parent perceptions can provide early indicators of latent safety issues and allow for earlier interventions. Evaluations of school climate can be a powerful tool for informing local policymaking not only for these purposes but also for building public engagement and confidence in the community’s schools.

As noted above, the U.S. Department of Education encourages states to provide for evaluations of, and safety interventions in, schools designated as “persistently dangerous” under NCLB. At least one state requires a survey of students about safety in the school before assigning the label. Even if the state does not require or support such measures, school officials should consider steps like these to address the safety issues. Note that student surveys used to gather data will need to be conducted in accordance with the requirements of PPRA.

**Supervision**

The most basic security measure a school can take is simply to provide adult supervision. No specific measures are required of schools to enhance safety on school grounds. Courts generally are reluctant to impose such requirements and consequently have not required schools
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to provide security officers, conduct routine searches, or adopt supervisory programs. Constant supervision of students is not required.

A school may, however, have a duty to supervise a particular area of school grounds depending on whether similar acts have occurred in that area previously. The currency, frequency, location, and nature of the prior crimes will be factors in determining whether the crimes establish a duty to supervise. Common sense dictates that a school will be liable if a person is injured in an area where attacks of the same type occur often. Schools should develop monitoring plans for these “hot spots,” and are especially urged to adopt a school safety plan where there is a generally high level of violence at a school or the school is in a high crime area. The most effective school safety plans will include an assessment of the time and location of incidents and increase monitoring and resources during that time.

Increased supervision in certain locations may be a particularly sensible option for responding to some incidents of bullying, since victims may fear that other forms of intervention by school officials will make things worse than efforts simply to reduce or eliminate opportunities for the bullying to occur.

Generalized searches

General searches of students in the absence of reasonable suspicion generally are vulnerable to legal challenge. However, based on a lower expectation of privacy, the legal barrier is lower for searches of lockers and desks, the use of metal detectors and, depending on their placement, the employment of surveillance cameras in schools and on school buses.

Metal detectors. Metal detector searches are clearly permissible security measures. Although individualized suspicion is normally required for a search, general searches are permissible where the search is minimally intrusive and the individual has a low reasonable expectation of privacy, such as at the entrance to a school. Metal detector searches are valid where notice (a posted sign, for example) has been given stating that such searches will be conducted at that school, and where a school policy governing such searches is in place. It is not required that the actual date of the metal detector search be provided.

Locker or desk searches. Generally, locker or desk searches are permissible as a function of the orderly administration of a school. Schools should adopt and carry out a policy informing students that the school owns the lockers and may search them from time to time. Less clear is the school’s authority to extend the locker or desk search to the insides
of a student’s private articles within the locker or desk, such as jackets, purses, and backpacks. A court might find that, notwithstanding the school’s notice, students still had a reasonable expectation of greater privacy in these items and conclude that a school official must possess individualized reasonable suspicion to search them.

**Cameras.** Technology increases the ability of school officials to monitor the activity of the student population through advanced camera and recording systems. The key question is whether a student has an expectation of privacy in the area being filmed. Accordingly, photographing public areas such as buses, hallways, classrooms, and cafeterias is permissible, while the use of a surveillance camera in a gym locker room or bathroom is normally unacceptable.87

As more schools install surveillance cameras, considerable uncertainty has arisen as to the privacy requirements governing video footage showing students. Questions have arisen as to whether the footage constitutes an education record with respect to students shown engaged in conduct that led to disciplinary action or to other students who may appear in the footage and, if so, who has the right to access the footage. As of this writing, the U.S. Department of Education’s Family Policy Compliance Office is considering issuing additional guidance on these questions. The office suggests that one option is for a school to assign responsibility for the camera to its existing “law enforcement unit,” or to designate an employee to serve as the school’s “law enforcement unit” to maintain the security camera so that the video footage is not an “education record” for FERPA purposes and the school can determine the appropriate circumstances in which footage shall be disclosed.

**“Profiling”**

In the aftermath of school shootings, the identification of warning signs that in hindsight seemed apparent has raised questions about the efficacy and legality of “profiling” practices in identifying risk factors in advance. Concerns include those related to unreasonable search and seizure, discrimination, and privacy.

In some circumstances, a list of risk factors for youth violence or a profile of a potentially dangerous student may be used as grounds to question a student or to search his or her possessions or person. The Supreme Court has expressly approved the use of “probabilistic” profiles in other settings to identify potential drug couriers or terrorists.88 In these circumstances, the fact that lists of factors giving rise to reasonable suspicion are also part of a profile “does not somehow detract from their evidentiary significance….”89
Search and seizure. Generally, individuals may be searched based on their identification through the use of a profile because the profile provides the officers with reasonable suspicion to stop a suspect.\(^\text{90}\) Profiles are treated as an objective and useful tool and are valid so long as they leave no room for subjective interpretation by security authorities and are not applied in a discriminatory fashion.\(^\text{91}\)

The profile, however, should not stand alone as the only factor justifying a search. School officials might use a profile to stop students to inquire about their activities, but probably need other suspicious individual behavior or other corroborating information in order to conduct a full search of the student’s person or property.

Nondiscrimination. Student characteristics can complicate matters considerably. Those indicators in a risk factor list, for example, may appear benign as an initial matter but when utilized in school policies may have the effect of selecting individuals who are disproportionately members of a protected class. Characteristics that might work as proxies in this way include poverty, school achievement or skills, weapons possession, or history of suspension. Minorities are often disproportionately represented in these characteristics, raising at least the question of invidious discrimination.

A school official still needs reasonable grounds for suspecting a search will reveal contraband or evidence that a student is violating school rules under the circumstances. A profile match on a student tells a school official nothing regarding the presence of contraband or whether a student is violating school rules in a specific instance, so it should not be the only basis for the search or detention of a student.

The U.S. Secret Service and U.S. Department of Education produced a threat assessment guide providing recommendations for effective methods of assessing potential violence in a school setting.\(^\text{92}\) Among the cautions in the report is the warning that “[t]here is no accurate or useful ‘profile’ of students who engage in targeted school violence.”\(^\text{93}\)

Other privacy concerns. FERPA does not address these threat assessments directly and does not provide an exception for this type of information in a student’s record. Therefore, the release of information on student achievement, behavioral or academic history, personal interests, extracurricular activity, or similar background information on a student is governed by the general provisions of FERPA, meaning the release must be accompanied by notification and consent of the student’s parents or guardians. Both the U.S. Department of Education and the Federal Bureau of Investigation have expressed grave reservations about the use or misuse of profiles in schools, so extreme caution is recommended.
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One place school officials increasingly monitor for potential safety threats that could relate to profiling is the Internet, where students post a great deal of information. Although it will not necessarily be required by a court, a school will be in at least a relatively safer legal position in any resulting litigation where it has put students and parents on notice that it may engage in such monitoring.

Zero tolerance policies

School boards may adopt zero tolerance policies in order to send a strong message about unacceptable conduct or simply to comply with a federal and state mandate. Although the federal mandate in the Gun-Free Schools Act applies only to firearms, some states have broadened the definition of “weapons” for purposes of their related statutes to include knives, razors, slingshots, brass knuckles, and any other inherently dangerous object. In addition, some schools may view threats of violence from students, including assaults not involving the use of a weapon, as a reason for expulsion.

In light of the school district’s clear responsibility to ensure the safety of teachers and students, school officials may expect zero tolerance sanctions to survive legal challenges so long as the school guarantees the student the necessary due process protections. Such policies are not a violation of state compulsory education laws.

Wherever federal and state laws allow, local school officials should seriously consider ensuring that local policies allow for some degree of discretion by professionals as a safeguard against the potentially nonsensical results of mechanically applied rules. As noted above, even the Gun-Free Schools Act allows school officials some flexibility in the “mandatory” one-year expulsion for a weapons violation.

One question arising from zero tolerance policies that school officials may want to discuss with legal counsel is whether disciplinary consequences can or should be imposed on a student who may not have knowingly violated the rule. Notwithstanding the distinction the law makes between student disciplinary actions and criminal proceedings, and notwithstanding the plain language of the Gun-Free Schools Act, one federal appeals court has held, based on criminal law principles, that a school could not punish a student for possessing a weapon on campus without showing that the student did so knowingly.

Student dress codes and uniforms

School dress codes and uniform policies, which may be adopted in part out of safety considerations such as ease of visually identifying students at the school, must bear a reasonable relationship to the

“Restrictions on messages on clothing generally must not be based on the viewpoint expressed.”
school’s educational mission or the need to provide a safe and secure learning environment, and not simply represent a mere matter of preference or taste.97 So long as the policies are consistently applied to achieve the school’s inherent educational mission—such as improving school attendance, dropout rates, academic performance, or school safety—they generally will be upheld against legal challenge.98

However, because attire can be a form of expression or be based on religious requirements, such policies may implicate First Amendment concerns. If possible, accommodations should be made for religious reasons.

Restrictions on messages on clothing generally must not be based on the viewpoint expressed. However, exceptions grounded in the Tinker, Fraser, and Morse decisions involving material and substantial disruption or safety concerns based on past incidents at the school, or vulgar or drug-related messages contrary to the school’s mission may withstand constitutional scrutiny. The highest safeguards are afforded political speech, such as statements of support for candidates, social causes, symbols of ethnic heritage, religious symbols, and words to express ideas or opinions. Dress codes that restrict such expression are legally safest if they are strictly content neutral, such as a school uniform policy that prohibits all printed messages on clothing.

Among the additional steps a school can take to improve its position in anticipation of possible legal challenges to its dress code:

- Support the adoption of the dress code with an explanation of how the policy furthers the school’s educational mission.

- Adopt findings, as necessary, that indicate school dress codes help reduce gang activity or other antisocial or violent behavior, ease tensions between students, aid schools in identifying campus visitors or intruders, and promote school safety in general.99

- Especially important, ensure that there are alternative avenues of free speech to balance the individual student’s interest in free expression with the school’s interest in a quality education,100 such as free speech forums, bulletin boards, online discussion forums, free speech classes, school suggestion boxes, expressly allowing students to wear buttons with messages, or any other avenue allowing students the opportunity to express their individual views on matters of public opinion.

- Adopt opt-out policies in uniform requirements, particularly where traditional ethnic or religious dress is an important part of family life.101
Responses

The following are some of the key considerations for policies that address situations to which school officials may have to react.

Suspension, expulsion, and investigative removal generally

Decisions to remove a student from his or her normal educational placement must be made in accordance with constitutional and state statutory requirements. Actions involving a change in placement of a student with a disability must be taken in accordance with IDEA.

Because due process concerns are inversely related to the severity of disciplinary consequences, school officials are well-advised to consider the full range of interventions at their disposal. A suspension entails less due process concern than does an expulsion, a short suspension less than a longer one, placement in an alternative learning setting less than temporary exclusion from learning, in-school suspension less than removal to an alternative school, etc.

Generally, notice and a hearing must precede a student’s removal from school, except where the student presents an imminent threat to himself or the safety of others. Emergency situations justifying the immediate suspension or expulsion of a student may include conduct that:

- Seriously disrupts the academic atmosphere of the school
- Endangers other students, teachers, or school officials
- Damages property

In emergency situations, one option is a two-step approach in which the school (1) immediately imposes a temporary suspension or expulsion, and (2) enforces a permanent expulsion after the proper notice and hearing. In these scenarios, notice and a hearing must be provided as soon as practicable. Prompt notice to the parents and prompt scheduling of a hearing are desirable in such a situation.

Another option is removal from the regular educational placement simply to afford an opportunity for evaluation of whether a student may pose a risk—in other words, an investigative, rather than disciplinary, removal. For example, in such a removal the student could be offered the opportunity to return to school after submitting to an evaluation that confirms that he or she poses no threat to safety.
Section 2: Specific Safety Issues and Situations

Reporting and disclosures generally
When it comes to school safety, the privacy challenge is twofold: (1) protecting privacy of confidential information, while at the same time (2) not obstructing the legal uses of important information out of a misunderstanding about what privacy laws require.

FERPA requirements and other privacy concerns have been scrutinized as possible obstacles to the sharing of information important to preventing school violence. As detailed above, FERPA includes a number of specific provisions for the legal disclosure of information related to school safety or violence, and the records of school law enforcement unit records are excluded from FERPA’s restrictions altogether.

If individual school districts do not already possess administrative rules governing the reporting of student violence to law enforcement authorities, they are urged to develop them immediately. Consulting law enforcement officials during this process can ensure that everyone understands the procedures.

Each of the incidents discussed below may also trigger state reporting statutes. In addition, they may be among those that the state factors into its definition of “persistently dangerous” under NCLB.

Violence
One issue school officials may want to consider addressing in their student disciplinary code is whether all students involved in a fight will face discipline. Students generally do not have a legal right to invoke self-defense when being disciplined for violence. Disciplining all students may avoid hopeless “he said-she said” scenarios. Clearly communicating the rule to students may also serve an important practical use of giving students an excuse to back away from a confrontation while saving face.

At the same time, school officials should consider possible scenarios in which a zero tolerance policy of this kind may lead to unintended outcomes.

Particularized searches
The level and variety of school violence may place significant pressure on school officials to use a range of methods to intercept guns and weapons in schools or to respond to threats of violence. The reasonableness and allowable scope of a search are greatest where there is imminent danger of harm.
While searches undertaken by law enforcement officials, or at their request, are subject to the higher probable cause requirement, school officials may inspect a student’s bag (purse, backpack, duffel) and clothing for hidden weapons, cigarettes, and drugs where they have reason to do so (e.g., a tip that appears to be reliable, observation of materials associated with drug use, bulges in clothing characteristic of weapons). In addition, school officials may search a student for weapons where they notice a bulge in a student’s clothing characteristic of knives and the officials received an anonymous tip that a student had a weapon. School security officers may frisk a student and proceed on reasonable suspicion resulting from the tip. A search may be conducted where a student does not possess the proper school pass and acts excited, aggressive, or exhibits other signs of potential drug use when confronted by school officials.104

Searches by law enforcement officers at the behest of school officials, on the other hand, have been upheld, at least by some courts, under the following circumstances:

- Where an officer who found a student in a hall without the proper pass and escorted the student to the dean’s office learned the student was suspended, giving rise to an arrest for criminal trespass105
- Where an officer noticed a student arriving at school with bulges in his pockets characteristic of certain types of knives106
- Where an officer conducted a pat-down search only after a school official had already questioned a student and discovered evidence of a theft107
- Where the SRO observed a school official, based on student tips, enter a restroom to find students smoking marijuana, then searched students, finding additional marijuana108
- Where the SRO handcuffed a student, at the request of an assistant principal who “needed someone with greater strength” to control the student while she conducted a search109
- Where officers conducted “point of entry” searches (at school entrances), as directed by school administrators110

Teachers and school officials should be careful to document their preliminary observations, sources of information, tips, investigative steps, or other evidence that leads to reasonable grounds for a search.
**Student tips.** In the case of student tips about illegal behavior, school officials must take steps to verify the reliability of the information. Verification may take several forms, including:

- Subjecting the student informant to extensive questioning regarding the student’s motives, perception, or source of knowledge
- Conducting their own investigation of the accused student’s activities through direct observations, questioning classmates, or using other methods to corroborate the tip

Either approach ensures school officials have reasonable grounds to believe a search will produce contraband or evidence of illegal behavior.

**Strip Searches.** In light of the serious invasion of privacy it represents, a strip search should be used rarely and as a last resort. A strip search may be reasonable where:

- The item cannot be found in other locations
- There is reason to believe the student possessed the item
- A policy outlining strip search procedure exists and is followed

Strip searches in cases of imminent physical harm to students or school personnel are probably justified, especially where weapons may be involved. Imminent circumstances would mean that a student presents an immediate and impending threat to himself or others, such as where a student threatens to use a weapon the student appears to possess (as indicated by a characteristic bulge in clothing, for example), but is detained before he or she can carry out the threat.

Some steps a school can take to protect itself legally are:

- First conduct an exhaustive search of possible alternative locations for the contraband items
- Establish with reasonable certainty that the student possessed the item (through a reliable witness, or the elimination of all other possibilities, for example)
- Thoroughly explain the search to the student in accordance with a preexisting policy
- Ensure that the search is as minimally invasive as it can be under the circumstance, including that it is conducted by an employee of the same gender
One option worth considering is a requirement that, circumstances permitting, the school district’s legal counsel must pre-approve any search involving a student’s disrobing.

**Threats of violence**

Disciplinary actions may be taken simply for the threat of harm to another person. Students sometimes will threaten to hurt fellow students out of frustration, fear, or a genuine intent to harm. Threats may take several forms including direct threats (“I’m going to kill you”), indirect threats (“If I wanted to I could blow the school up”), veiled threats (“If you want to settle this, let’s go outside”), or conditional threats (“If I don’t get out of detention, I’m going to cut you.”).

The line between a real threat of violence, on the one hand, and parody, creative expression, or the simple voicing of frustration, on the other, frequently is difficult to draw, especially without benefit of hindsight.

Where there clearly is no serious threat of violence, even highly inappropriate expression by a student may be protected speech. In such a situation, even if the *Tinker* “material and substantial disruption” standard does not necessarily govern, that standard still can provide a useful point of reference for school personnel in knowing when to proceed cautiously.

Steps schools can take to improve the legal justification for their policy on threats and a resulting action include:

- Ensuring that the policy is grounded in the prevailing “true threat” analysis in that jurisdiction
- Ensuring that the school conduct code clearly identifies the behavior related to threats that could result in discipline, in order to provide teachers, students, and parents with an enforceable understanding of the appropriate conduct in school
- Establishing an understanding among school personnel that, circumstances permitting, they will seek legal guidance before proceeding in any situation in which they cannot clearly describe the significant disruption that has occurred or articulate their reasonable forecast of significant disruption
- Emphasizing to the school personnel the need to consider carefully the full range of disciplinary and non-disciplinary options for ensuring school safety, in order to minimize the risk of over-reaction or the appearance of overreaction
- Stipulating in the school’s acceptable use policy for school technology that using school computers to make threats will not be
tolerated; the school faces a lower free speech bar to regulating the use of its own equipment

In addition, see the discussion of “Off-campus conduct or expression,” below.

**Harassment and bullying**

Policies to combat harassment and bullying must comply with any applicable federal and state statutes.

As an initial matter, it is worth noting that harassment generally is a different category from bullying, is more serious, and may constitute criminal conduct.

Some unique aspects of harassment and bullying have practical implications that are worth consideration by school officials:

- Because victims can experience ostracism for coming forward with complaints, educational efforts directed at all students instead of disciplinary efforts directed only at perpetrators can be particularly important

- Courts considering harassment claims frequently consider what kinds of efforts the school has devoted to training of personnel and other educational efforts

- Notions that bullying represents an inevitable “rite of passage” may cause some personnel to discount the seriousness of the situation and its potential legal implications

As with threats, schools can:

- Ensure that the school conduct code clearly identifies the behavior related to harassment and bullying that could result in discipline, in order to provide teachers, students, and parents with an enforceable understanding of the appropriate conduct in school—this is particularly important with respect to cyberbullying

- Provide inservices to employees and educational programs to students on harassment and bullying prevention

- Establish an understanding among school personnel that, circumstances permitting, they will seek legal guidance before proceeding in any situation in which they cannot clearly describe the significant disruption that has occurred or articulate their reasonable forecast of significant disruption
• Stipulate the school’s acceptable use policy for school technology that using school computers to engage in harassment or bullying will not be tolerated; the school faces a lower free speech bar to regulating the use of its own equipment.

In addition, see the discussion of “Off-campus conduct or expression,” below.

**Off-campus conduct or expression**

Intervention in response to off-campus behavior, especially online expression, should be approached with great legal care, since school authority over both off-campus conduct and free expression are limited and, with respect to online expression, the law is still early in its development.

That said, actions taken out of concern for student safety, such as intervention in response to online threats and severe cyberbullying, are at least relatively more likely to be upheld by a court than those arising in other circumstances. Because of the legal uncertainties, this is an area in which the need to consider the full range of alternatives to disciplinary action is most acute.

Thus, as with threats and harassment and bullying generally, schools will be better able to defend their policy where:

• The policy clearly puts parents and students on notice about what kinds of off-campus conduct may result in school intervention.

• They establish an understanding among school personnel that, circumstances permitting, the school will seek legal guidance before proceeding in any situation in which they cannot clearly describe the significant disruption that has occurred on campus as a result of the off-campus conduct or articulate their reasonable forecast of such disruption.

• Schools emphasize to their personnel the need to consider carefully the full range of disciplinary and non-disciplinary options for ensuring school safety in order to minimize the risk of overreaction or the appearance of overreaction.

**Liability tradeoff.** One complication for school officials to discuss with legal counsel is the potential tradeoff between the desire to assert authority over off-campus conduct and expression and the potential resulting assumption of liability.
In one recent case, for example, a plaintiff student filed various claims relating to the school district’s alleged failure to protect her from harassment by classmates that featured the posting on the Internet of a photo of her and its dissemination among students.\(^\text{112}\) The court ultimately dismissed the case, noting for purposes of the Title IX sexual harassment claim that the school did not have the requisite “substantial control” over those who disseminated the photo, including the non-student who initially posted it.\(^\text{113}\) Still, the attempt to impose liability on the school district based in part on off-campus, online activity is notable. A district that strongly asserted its authority over such activity by students in one instance might complicate its own defense against this kind of lawsuit in another.

**Student sex offenders**

Schools should consider adopting policies that detail in advance how they will reconcile their compliance with their legal obligations to a student who is sex offender with laws intended to protect against sexual predators. Schools must reconcile the generally applicable privacy safeguards with the kinds of notice of sex offenders that may be required or permitted under federal and state laws. Other practical options could include providing increased or even continual supervision of the student offender.
Conclusion

Schools tend to be safe environments for children compared to other settings, which is not surprising considering that children are closely supervised at school and public schools are heavily regulated. For example, federally reported data indicate that rates for serious violent crime were less at school than they were away from school in each survey year from 1992 to 2004: in 2004, students ages 12–18 were victims of four serious violent crimes per 1,000 students at school, as compared with nine serious violent crimes per 1,000 students away from school.¹¹⁴

But the survey results and other indicators also show that students continue to be victimized at school too frequently, have concerns about their own safety, and report engaging in avoidance behaviors at school. Even if there were no injuries, perceptions like these adversely affect the core mission of schools: learning.

School policy making and attention to legal issues are critical to creating a school environment that is safe for students, teachers, and school officials. By setting the standard of cooperative behavior among the entire school population, school policies can strengthen community values, build esteem among students, prevent violence, and reduce the level of trauma if violence occurs.

School officials can and should act assertively in developing and implementing the kinds of policies discussed generally in these pages. While school officials have a moral and educational role in doing so to protect students and teachers, they also bear a responsibility as stewards of public resources to limit the school’s level of liability in situations where violence occurs. At the same time, they must ensure that the indispensable civic institution of public schools respects and reinforces the legal framework that is crucial to the nation’s social fabric.

In this regard, the philosophical approach the school district takes in its school safety efforts is important to the results. Ultimately, more secure schools will result from an institutional culture of integrity, fairness, justice, and cooperation exhibited and taught by school boards, district leaders, principals, teachers, and others. Helping young people to understand that justice is less about punishment and retribution and more about realizing a community’s vision will build their sense of values, personal integrity, and responsibility.
While schools carry a great burden in balancing these issues, they may draw on significant resources offered by federal, state, and local governments; private organizations; and research universities and colleges. Dedicated, proactive, comprehensive, and creative efforts to support and empower local schools in developing clear and consistent safety policies can significantly reduce the risk of violence for all children.
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Hamilton Fish Institute
http://www.hamfish.org

Founded with the assistance of Congress in 1997, the institute serves as a national resource to test the effectiveness of school violence prevention methods. The institute’s goal is to determine what works and what programs can be replicated to reduce school violence.
2121 K St., N.W., Ste. 200, Washington, DC 20037-1830
Phone: (202) 496-2200; Fax: (202) 496-6244

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL)
http://www.nwrel.org

NWREL is the parent organization of the Northwest Region Comprehensive Center. It provides information about coordination and consolidation of federal educational programs and general school improvement to meet the needs of special populations of children and youth, particularly those programs operated in the Northwest region, through the U.S. Department of Education. The Web site has an extensive online library containing articles, publications, and multimedia resources. It also has a list of other agencies and advocacy groups that addresses issues pertaining to, among other things, school safety issues as well as alcohol and drug abuse.
101 S.W. Main St., Ste. 500, Portland, OR 97204
Phone: (503) 275-9500; E-mail: info@nwrel.org

Blueprints for Violence Prevention
http://www.colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints

In 1996, the Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence (CSPV), with funding from the Colorado Division of Criminal Justice and the Centers for Disease Control (and later from the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency), initiated a project to identify 10 violence prevention programs that met a very high scientific standard of program effectiveness—programs that could provide an initial nucleus for a national violence prevention initiative. Our objective was to identify truly outstanding programs, and to describe these interventions in a series of “blueprints” that describe the theoretical rationale, the core components of the program as implemented, the evaluation designs and results, and the practical experiences programs encountered while implementing the program at multiple sites.
900 28th St., Ste. 107, Boulder, CO 80303
Phone: (303) 492-1032; Fax: (303) 443-3297
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Division of Violence Prevention
http://www.cdc.gov/ncipc/dvp/dvp.htm

The Division of Violence Prevention in CDC’s National Center for Injury Prevention and Control has four priority areas for violence prevention: youth violence, family and intimate violence, suicide, and firearm injuries.
1600 Clifton Rd., Atlanta, GA 30333
Phone: (404) 639-3311

Education Commission of the States (ECS)
http://www.ecs.org

ECS is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, interstate compact created in 1965 to improve public education by facilitating the exchange of information, ideas, and experiences among state policymakers and education leaders.
700 Broadway, #1200, Denver, Colorado 80203-3460
Phone: (303) 299-3600; Fax: (303) 296-8332; E-mail: ecs@ecs.org

Johns Hopkins Center for the Prevention of Youth Violence
http://www.jhsph.edu/PreventYouthViolence/index.html

The Johns Hopkins Center for the Prevention of Youth Violence was created in October 2000 with a five-year grant from the National Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Based on the theme of science informing practice, practice questioning science, the center brings together academic institutions, city and state agencies and organizations, community groups, schools, youth groups, and faith organizations to collaborate on both positive youth development and the prevention of violence.
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, 624 N. Broadway, Baltimore, MD 21205
Phone: (410) 955-3962; Fax: (410) 614-4890; E-mail: pleaf@jhsph.edu

National Association of School Resource Officers (NASRO)
http://www.nasro.org/home.asp

NASRO is a not-for-profit organization for school-based law enforcement officers, school administrators, and school security and safety professionals working as partners to protect students, school faculty and staff, and the schools they attend.
1951 Woodlane Drive, St. Paul, MN 55125
Phone: (888) 316-2776; Fax: (651) 457-5665

National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL)
http://www.ncsl.org

NCSL is recognized as the preeminent bipartisan organization dedicated to serving the lawmakers and staffs of the nation’s 50 states, as well as its commonwealths and territories.
444 N. Capitol St., N.W., Ste. 515, Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 624-5400; Fax: (202) 737-1069
National School Boards Association (NSBA)
http://www.nsba.org

The mission of the NSBA, working with and through the state school boards associations that comprise its federation, is to foster excellence and equity in public education through school board leadership. Links to, and contact information for, the state school boards associations are available at the NSBA Web site. The NSBA Council of School Attorneys is the national professional association for attorneys who represent public school districts. 1680 Duke St., Alexandria, VA 22314 Phone: (703) 838-6722; Fax: (703) 683-7590; E-mail: info@nsba.org

Safe Schools/Healthy Students Action Center
http://www.sshsac.org

The mission of the action center is to assist and support the Safe Schools/Healthy Students and School Action Grantees in the development and sustainability of peaceful and healthy communities. 2001 N. Beauregard St., 12th Fl., Alexandria, VA 22311 Phone: (877) 339-SSHS
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